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How do we tell consumers about
the good deals they 're getting?

:Sv\)'f

Director's comments
by Fred Cbolick

hen I attend field days at
our outlying Ag Experiment
Station research/ demonstration farms
this summer, I come away very proud
of our scientists working at these sites.
These folks are genuinely trying to
make a difference in the lives of the
farmers and ranchers in South Dakota.
Couple their local work with the
research activity at the SDSU campus,
and I can truly say that we serve all
citizens of the state.
Pride in the researchers always
stays with me . But on my way home
from a field day, I start to wonder:
Did any of the people coming to the
field day make the connection
between the day's events-tours, food,

W

and visiting-and South Dakota State
University in Brookings and the Ag
Experiment Station?
Does it matter if they didn't?
The answers are "only some" and
"yes."

I

realize that I am "preaching
to the converted" here. You
who read this know the value of
agricultural research, or at least I hope
you do. You know that "re-search"
means to search-and search again to
verify your original findings-for
unbiased facts, bring them to light,
and then interpret them so they can
be applied usefully to S~uth Dakota
agriculture.
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You know our greatest challenge.
It is to work with producers, to give,
you the tools found through research,
so that our agricultural industry can
turn out plentiful, abundant, and safe
food and fiber for the peoples of
Planet Earth.
This challenge is also our
opportunity. It is our opportunity to
investigate new and novel ways to
develop plants and animals that are
not only more productive but more
stable in their ability to produce that
food and fiber.
You have given us that challenge/
opportunity. You did it indirectly
through state and federal monies
allocated to research. You did it

~ witfl an act pa-.ed in 1881 by~
1 4 t h ~ Auer'gbly, Dakota T4t,mtOfV. ~ the
Dakota ~ con.ge and wid'I the act of re«ganization
~ in 1887 by the 171h legislative Aaen,bly. which
established the Agriculture! ~ Station at 'South Dakota
Stall Uftival'sity. Sou1h Dakota Slate' UnMnity ia an
' Affirmative Action/Equal~ Employer (Male/Female)

Published in
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and offers aH benefits, aervices, education and emplo'/fnent
opportunitia without regard for ancestry, age. race, cltizenahip.
color. creed. religion. gender. disability, national origin. euual

pret.rence. or Vietnam Era Y9ter8n status.
5.000 printed by the AES at a cost of 87e each.

through checkoff dollars and other
private funding. Not only this money,
but also your personal encouragement,
ideas, questions, and support are
invaluable.
ut what I sense at the field
days is indicative of a continuing
problem that needs to be addressed.
It is more than just producers who
don't connect local weed or small
grain plots with the Ag Experiment
Station or the Cooperative Extension
Service. Most likely, these producers
have increased their profitability and
stabilized their operations because
of information we have released,
even if they don't know where the
information came from. We might
wish they knew, of course, but nevertheless we have still accomplished our
goal of providing them information
that makes a difference in their daily
operations .
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ur bigger problem is what
consumers think of agricultural
research. Is that important? Yes.
And yes, even the biggest rancher
or the largest wheat grower is a
"consumer" of food and fiber. But we
in agribusiness are in the minority.
The ultimate beneficiary of
agricultural research is the consumer
whose knowledge of agriculture starts
with the sleekly wrapped cuts of meat
and the colorful boxes of cereals in
the grocery store. As Secretary Dan
Glickman has said, "Unfortunately,
most folks haven't the faintest clue"
about where these products came
from or that agricultural research had
anything to do with making them
bountiful, varied , and safe to eat.
In the long run, acquainting these
people with what we do may be one of
our greatest challenges. If we fail to
engage consumers in our research
efforts , our support base will dwindle
even more and we will not be able to
do the work that helps keep producers

Fred Cholick, right, Director of the South Dakota Ag Experiment Station, visited with Mike Johnson from
Pierpont at the Dakota Lakes Research Farm field day.

turning out high-quality agricultural
products.
Is this a concern for only
SDSU and Ag Experiment Station
administrators? No, it is yours, too;
we are in this together.
Agricultural organizations, for the
most part, are doing an excellent job
of reaching the general public with
their stories. We certainly can't match
those efforts , so maybe our best
choices are to continue telling you
what we do, as we have done in the
stories in this issue of Farm & Home
Research.
Read what Bob Berg, manager of
the Southeast Farm, says about the
value of ag research. Or how Nels
Granholm describes how applied
3

research, the information put to use
on your farm or ranch, won't ever
happen if basic research doesn't
precede it. For example, the unlikely
start of a process that will someday
increase leanness in meat-counter
pork cuts is a research mouse . And
read how economists and animal
scientists have teamed up to help cowcalf operators learn about different
marketing systems.

I

s "preaching to the choir"
enough? Do you have
suggestions that would help us in
research and you in production do
a better job of telling our story to
consumers? I'd like to hear what
they are.•:•
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where 'answers lead to questions' and where farmers own
their ·own research station that belps them 'stay out front'
by Jerry Leslie

producer-owned research
farm between Beresford and
Centerville continues doing what it
was created to do 38 years ago:
answer questions of crop and
livestock farmers in southeast South
Dakota.
But the questions keep changing,
and the answers often lead to new
questions .

A
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he SESD Experiment Farm
consists of two quarters of
farmland ; a headquarters with beef
feedlot, swine confinement unit, and
machine sheds, and an additional 240
acres of rented cropland.
Owned by about 800 farmer
shareholders joined in a non prof it
corporation, the farm is managed by
the South Dakota Agricultural

T
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Experiment Station at SDSU. The
crop and livestock research conducted
on tne farm proceeds with direct input
by the farm's board of directors.
"Staying on the leading edge of
emerging agricultural scientific
issues is essential to help answer
farmers' questions ," said Bob Berg,
agronomist who manages the farm
for SDSU.

A

short list of projects illustrates
how the farm's research
agenda stays out front on current
issues:
• New wheats, oats, soybeans,
forages , corns,
• Bt corn genetically engineered to
provide its own insecticide,
• White corn hybrids for the human
food market,
• The value of high-oil corn for
livestock feed,
• Innovative strategies for controlling
weeds and fertilizing crops ,
• Global positioning system (GPS) for
site-specific farming,
• Corn and soybean hybrids or
varieties genetically engineered for
resistance to specific herbicides,
• Field peas as substitutes for energy
and protein in livestock rations, and
• High-lean pig genetics and the
tolerance of pigs with high-lean
genetics to environmental extremes.
In the year ahead, the farm will begin.
evaluating hoop housing for low-cost
swine production, press on with gridmapping and GPS research, and
continue a systems approach to the
economics and long-term effects of
crop rotations and tillage systems.
Updated computer and other
office equipment at farm headquarters
allows color printing of the field maps
generated by the GPS research. The
farm also stays in touch with the
SD SU campus 90 miles away in
Brookings with e-mail and photofax,
and its annual reports are posted on
the SDSU Plant Science Department
Internet/ World Wide Web pages for
farmers equipped to access them from
their home computers.

S

taying out front on current
questions is made easier by the
unique relationship between farmers ,
scientists, county agents, commodity
groups , and ag industry.

llrojec1s·· a1 the SESD,Farm this summer
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White com
Patrick Beauzay and Zeno Wicks participated in a regional Early White Food
Corn Performance Test coordinated by Larry Darr~h of USDA Ag Research
Service at the University of Missouri, Columbia, evaluating agronomic traits of
commercially available and experimental white food corn. Results will form
baseline data for comparison i!1 future trials.
·
I:ifty-three hybrids with relative maturity ranging from 105,t o 118 days were
growffat theSoutheast Farm. ·Test weights ranged from 54 to 6ltlbAbu, witm54'
l orisider~.ti theI'minimtlm aeceptable f0r dry milling. Analysis of ..crude protein At
and Oif add .Statcfil:omg'o. sition ,rodm:ed values comparable to indMSllo/ ''I
stantlatds·for milling:
· :rhe tof)-'yield group of 8 hybrids yielded from 120 to,14.7 bu/A. The.low w
yielding group of nine hybrids ranged .from 66to 90 bu/ A.
;
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At an annual meeting every January,
the farmer-shareholders and board of
directors hear research reports from the
SDSU scientists and give their inputs to
research directions, an exchange that
SDSU scientists find very useful.
County Extension ag agents, one
from each of the 10 counties served
by this farm, also sit in on planning
sessions, come to annual meetings
and tours with their farmer clientele,
and feed into the system the questions
their clientele ask during the year.
This process assures that the
research topics and methods are
current and relevant.
An indirect role is served by
commodity group leaders and
members, like those from the South
Dakota Soybean Association, South
Dakota Soybean Research and
Promotion Council, South Dakota
Corn Growers, South Dakota Corn
Utilization Council, and the South
Dakota Pork Producers Council. In a
time of shrinking public dollars for ag
research, these organizations use
checkoff dollars to help fund research
and demonstration projects in the
interest of their memberships.
Allied ag industries also help with
some projects and use the station
facilities for various workshops,
conferences, tours, and as hands-on
training sites for their staff or clientele
during the year. Germplasm and
products tested or demonstrated on
the farm are sometimes provided by
private industries which also enter
, seed in crop performance studies.

H

ow diverse interests cooperate
and dovetail to maintain
current research is illustrated by the way
CPS research too.led up at the farm.
When Berg joined SDSU as
manager of the farm in 1993, he
invited Gregg Carlson, an SDSU

Farm and Home RESEARCH

Fields at the Southeast Farm are production-sized. One benefit of this has been a chance to use global positioning
satellite technology to assess variations in soils in a single field and consequent yield responses. Soil testing, grid
mapping, and yield monitoring are integral parts of Southeast Farm crops research projects.

researcher working with CPS in South
Dakota, to help increase clientele
awareness of the new technology
during field days .
With board support plus support
from the Experiment Station, the farm
eased into the new technology. In
1995, a custom combiner using a yield
monitor and CPS receiver to obtain
yield maps harvested some of the
larger corn and soybean fields.
"This gave us some data on
variability of yields in our fields , and
also gave us a good network of CPSinterested people in the area," Berg
said.
"The next year we wrote some
grants and received commodity group
support from the South Dakota Corn
Utilization Council and the South
Dakota Soybean Research and
Promotion Council.
"The farm corporation purchased a
newer combine, the Experiment
Station provided money for corn and
soybean heads for the combine, and

6

commodity groups paid for the yield
monitor, sensors, and for updating
some of our mapping software and a
few peripheral items and printer," said
Berg.
Since 1996, the farm has been able
to harvest its own crops with a yield
monitor. It also has been grid mapping
some of its soils in cooperation with
SDSU scientists Carlson, David Clay,
and Jim Doolittle.
Some of the grid mapping and soil
testing work is part of a national
research project to develop a regional
and national data base for the United
Soybean Board and the Potash and
Phosphate Institute.

''Answers

lead to questions, as
they did in the evolution of
soil fertility knowledge," Berg said.
"Several decades ago, farmers
learned the value of adding fertilizers
to enhance crop yields. Then they
began looking for more efficient ways
of adding fertilizers.

"Eventually soil tests and yield
goals helped determine how much of
what fertilizers to add.
"Now, yield-mapping .t hrough the
GPS system, and grid-mapping
through soil tests are allowing farmers
to apply variable rates of several
agricultural inputs on the move. The
aim is cost efficiency and protection
of the environment.
"Once farmers start getting these
maps and seeing the variability out.
there, then they really have the
questions," said Berg.

"They knew not everything yielded
average, but they didn't know how
productive the productive areas were
and how poor the poor areas were.
So they start asking questions about
how to make those poor areas more
productive," said Berg.

I

n 1960, when southeast South
Dakota farmers were contemplating
raising the money to buy land purely
for research purposes, their question
surely was, "Will the SESD Experiment
Farm be worth the cost and the effort?" ·

While that answer has been a simple,
resounding "Yes," today's questions
are more complex and continue to
multiply. New answers generate new
questions . According to Berg, our
changing society and the evolving
field of science have an on-going need
for agricultural research. •:•

Biostress challenge:
staying ahead of questions about
profitable and environmentally
friendly crop, livestock production

Southeast Farm
adds value to
swine industry
by Jerry Leslie

S

wine research at the SESD
Farm near Beresford takes aim
at adding value to corn and soybeans
through expansion of the pork
industry in South Dakota.
The research farm southwest of
Beresford is located in the heart of the
state's best corn and soybean country
and the major pork and beef feeding
areas of the state .
Some of the farmers who own
shares in the research farm corporation
raise hogs, cattle, or both and grow
corn and soybeans. Many view
livestock as a way of marketing and

adding value to their corn and
soybean crops .
With that in mind, SDSU, which
manages and conducts research on
the farm, operates a swine confinement
facility on the farm. And going up is a
new hoop barn.
Bob Thaler, Extension swine
specialist, secured a grant from the
South Dakota Corn Utilization Council
(CUC) for the hoop barn. Thaler and
Steve Pohl, Extension structures and
environment specialist, will use the
hoop barn to evaluate this low-cost
housing approach to raising hogs.

7

H

oop barns have worked
successfully in Canada where
they originated and as far south as
Kansas , Thaler said .
The 30x80-ft structure will consist
of heavy gauge canvas over aluminum
ribs set on 4-ft high railroad tie posts
or pressure-treated 6x6-inch posts.
The lining on the animal side of the
post is pressure-treated tongue-andgroove 2x6~inch lumber or pressuretreated three-quarter-inch plywood.
While feeders and waterers will rest
on a 20-ft concrete slab, the rest of the
floor will be a deep-bedding system of

Volume 49 • Number 3 • July 1998

Canvas on the ends of a hoop barn, as seen at this Brookings area farm, can be rolled up or down to adjust temperatures in the
otherwise unheated confinment unit. Canvas on the sides is stretched over aluminum ribs. Investment and feeding costs will be
compared at the Southeast Farm between a hoop barn and a conventional confinement unit.

straw and manure which will act like a
compost, generating some heat along
with pig body heat for the otherwise
unheated confinement unit.
Each time a new group of pigs comes
in, roughly every 5 months, the barn
will be cleaned and disinfected and the
manure spread on fields as fertilizer.
The whole structure will come
down as easily as it is put up, in a
couple of days, said Thaler. The
multiuse facility can be moved easily
to other locations or used for other
purposes, he added.
Thaler and Pohl will start with 40-lb
feeder pigs, half in the existing swine
confinement feeding unit, and half in
the new hoop barn, and then follow
· them through the feeding period and
compare economics of the two units.
The CUC's interest in hoop barns
is as a new way of stimulating swine
production in the state by appealing
to persons interested in swine
production but unwilling to make
major investment in new facilities,
according to Thaler.
Farm and Home RESEARCH

The hoop barn will provide
producers with a model they can look
at and walk in, Thaler said. It will let
them see they can capture most of the
available technologies in an inexpensive, multi-purpose facility that
is environmentally friendly and
produces little odor, he added .
ohl, working with funding
from the South Dakota Pork
Producers Council, has another
research project at the farm to find out
if pigs with high-lean genetics can grow
efficiently under a wide variety of
temperatures and pen sizes.
Pohl's preliminary results are
suggesting that high-lean pigs can
perform better at warmer and cooler
temperatures than many believe, and
that they don't have to be housed in
environmentally controlled and
enclosed confinement units at a fixed
comfortable temperature at 70
degrees Fahrenheit.
Pohl is studying the effects of
varied temperature , group size, and

P
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pen size on pig
performance. He also is
attempting to calibrate
an equation model, the
NCPIG, for the north
central region of 12 landgrant universities. The
model will predict
responses of growing
swine to various feeding
and environmental
conditions.
Pohl's environmentally
stressed pigs are doi~g
better than the model
says they should be
doing, suggesting that
the model needs some
alteration.

ther projects are in
progress at this
swine confinement unit.
Thaler is determining the feed value of
weather-stressed grains, light test
weight milo, and corn. At this
location, Thaler was the first to
establish the feeding value of frostdamaged soybeans.
I_n a project funded by the CUC,
Thaler compares the feed value of
high-oil corn with normal corn and
then uses ultrasound on backfat. Pohl
and Thaler are collaborating on
another project to determine if high-oil
corn reduces dust level.
This facility, because no breeding
stock are maintained on the premises,
is unique in that it has allowed
researchers to challenge pigs with
diseases and environmental stressors.
All pigs raised here go to market; none
are retained for breeding. •:•
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Biostress challenge:
adding value through research
to corn, beans, swine

Someday, pork cuts will be tastier, juicier,
less fatty, because of the agouti gene humans
have in common with swine and ...

the fat
little research
mouse
by Mary Brashier
he challenge to pork producers:
marketing pigs that are lean and
tasty, characteristics that all too frequently don't show up together in the .
same animal.
The challenges to SDSU scientists:
finding the genes in swine that are
associated with carcass composition
and meat quality. When that's done,
developing a diagnostic test to identify
individuals carrying the desired gene
combinations.
Then redoubling that effort and
searching for similar genes in cattle,
marking where they appear on the
chromosomes, and preparing a DNA
diagnostic test for cattle.
Meeting these challenges means
that livestock producers could select
replacements that satisfy consumer
preferences for tenderness, flavor, and
juiciness in fat-free , healthful meat cuts.

T
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hat led researchers to suspect
there might be just one spot on
the pig chromosome that would affect
two incompatible characteristics?
A mouse.
And some painstaking studies that
have built up knowledge slowly and
carefully for over two decades-basic

research that for many years interested
only other scientists.
Payback time is coming, according to
Nels Granholm, Department of Biology/
Microbiology and researcher in charge
of some 80 generations of SDSU mice
over the years.
"We're moving from basic to applied
science in this project. 'Basic' is when
there's something there to discover, but
you don't quite know what to do with it
once you learn it. 'Applied' is when you
take the next step-tweaking the science
to fit the need of producer or consumer.
Or both, in this case."
SDSU is leading the pack in moving
this swine research out of the lab and
onto the farm.
"As far as the pig goes, our knowledge
of this gene is ahead of all others. Other
labs may be with or ahead of us with
cattle, but we have our information on
pigs in press right now."
The gene in question is called the
agouti. It was identified in mice in 1993,
and another form was named in humans
in 1994. Mouse and human agouti genes
are at least 80% identical, said Marcus
Johansen, graduate student from Plymouth,
Minn., who works with Granholm. "We
know what the agouti gene does. For
9

example, if you insert a mutant mouse
agouti gene into a normal mouse, it
ultimately produces all the things we
see in abnormal mice-obesity, diabetes,
infertility, immune suppression, and
cancer," Johansen said.
Since the agouti is involved in carcass composition, fat and protein deposition, and growth, Granholm said, "we
should be able to select for favorable
agouti genes. They are naturals for use
in the animal industries,"
He cited Don Marshall, Animal and
Range Sciences Department, and Carl
Westby and graduate research assistants
Yan Wang and Johansen, Biology/
Microbiology. "We're a team. Our
team combines knowledge of mouse
genetics-me, techniques of genetic
engineering-Westby, and trait marking
in livestock-Marshall. The more
research expands, the more people
become involved."
he SDSU research team has built
a strong case for the presence of
the agouti gene in swine. The researchers
used known nucleotide information from
the human genome "to design a couple
of little tools called primers," and then
used those tools to "probe" and produce

T
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a portion of the pig agouti gene which
was then cloned to make thousands of
copies of the same segment of DNA.
Once that segment was sequenced,
they saw that the pig DNA closely
resembled the mouse-and the humanagouti gene.
A gene, a segment of DNA responsible for some inherited trait, sometimes
comes in many different versions. A
normal, nonr.eproductive cell contains
two alleles (versions) for each gene.
They may be identical (AA or aa) or
different (Aa), but those letters-recalled
from ninth grade science and Mendel's
peas-are only the beginning. Granholm
has taken to labeling the mouse agouti
alleles with superscripts to keep them
straight.
"The mouse has a whole series of
different alleles of the agouti gene, and
we expect this to be the case in other
mammals like pigs, cattle, and sheep.
Some alleles cause fatness, some cause
thinness. There's a good possibility

that there are also two different alleles
occupying sites on the chromosomes.
But both alleles work together to cause
a fatter carcass or a leaner carcass.
Some alleles are better than others.
Pref erred alleles will make better livestock.
"We ultimately need to develop a
diagnostic test to sort them out. One
test would involve drawing some blood
and extracting DNA from the white
blood cells. Then we would look for
specific DNA patterns which would tell
us the presence or absence of specific
agouti alleles.
"The catch is that we need to know
what DNA patterns we're looking for ,"
Granholm said.

T

his is where the expertise of
Marshall is critical. Marshall has
led studies in cattle to identify DNA
"markers" associated with specific production traits.
"Identifiable areas of
the chromosome serve
as 'markers' for the genes
that affect production
traits," Marshall said.
When .the animals
displaying a particular
marker are grouped, they
often have a certain production trait in common.
If the marker is close in
the DNA string to an
allele for "fat," for example, there's a good
chance that the identifiable marker will always
show up in the DNA of
"fat" animals, even if the
allele for fatness itself
cannot be seen. This is
because the marker and
the allele tend to be
inherited· together when
on the same chromosome.
Marshall expects to
collaborate with scienMarcus Johansen sa'}S that pig agouti DNA closely resembles the same gene in
tists at other labs to narmice. Marker-assisted DNA ~swill help find the "genes for lean."
row down the location
Farm and Home RESEARCH
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of the agouti gene by finding it near
known markers. DNA from swine
reference herds that are specifically
maintained for gene mapping could
be used for this purpose.
"The next step is to determine how
the swine agouti allelic combinations
are associated with economic traits,"
Marshall said. The procedure involves
comparing observable characteristics
such as meat quality and carcass composition to results from marker-assisted
DNA analysis.
Marshall is already using this sysf~m
to select cattle in the SDSU herds with
superior production traits.

W

hen that system is applied
successfully to swine selection,
then it becomes a relatively quick step
to entry in the stud book.
"Once you have ~he animals genotyped at the agouti locus for a lean carcass, you'd have a pretty good chance
of knowing that the offspring will be
lean," Granholm said. "Our confidence
in predicting carcass quality will
increase as we identify and characterize
other genes that control the trait. Agouti
is just one of many 'carcass' genes."
How long before this is ready for
producers?
"We can't put a timetable on it,"
Granholm said. "The South Dakota
Pork Producers Council is interested
and may provide partial funding, which
would speed up the work. We do realize
that there are lots of other compelling
projects competing for these funds.
"We have every reason to think the
agouti gene is tremendously important
in terms of carcass composition and
overall growth and vigor. The implications for producers and consumers are
reafly enormous. Awesome to think it
all started with fat little yellow mice." •!•

Biostress challenge:
selecting genes for
lean carcass, benefiting
producers and consumers

Adding enzymes to feed
can raise net income
from your dairy herd

Get a jump
on digestion
by Jaimi Reimer

H

igher profits for dairy producers
12 weeks, varying the forage , concentrate,
through reduced feed costs are
and enzyme levels.
possible when forages are treated with
Schingoethe wanted answers to two
questions: Would enzyme treatments
enzymes, according to SDSU Dairy
Researcher David J. Schingoethe.
improve lactational performance? If so,
"Forages are our main source of
would this performance equal that
energy for dairy cows and the cheapest
obtained if the producer simply fed
source of energy," said Schingoethe. "If
more grain?
we can get the same milk production_by
feeding treated forages as with feeding
dairy producer may not
observe a response to such
grain, producers can enjoy higher
returns."
· enzyme products within the first week
of use, but responses should be apparent
Schingoethe es!imated that the daily
net income per cow in his study increased within several weeks," said Schingoethe.
up to 88 cents due to enzyme treatment
When there were changes in milk
of forages.
production and composition, they
occurred in the first couple weeks and
he digestible components of
then remained corn~tant for the remainder
forages are broken down and
of the experiment.
digested by the enzymes cellulase and
Milk production increased in the first
xylanase. These enzymes are secreted
2 to 4 weeks of the study in the enzyme
by ruminal bacteria and protozoa.
treatments and was similar to milk
"While this digestion process is quite
production of cows fed diet five, the
efficient, efforts continue to increase the high grain diet.
efficiency of fiber digestion by cattle,"
"Actual milk production was similar
· said Schingoethe.
among the treatments," said Schingoethe.
One approach, he said , is to add
"However, production of solids-corrected
cellulase and xylanase to the forage
milk was higher for the cows fed
portion of the diet prior to feeding to
enzyme-treated diets or the positive
get a head start on fiber digestion and
control diet."
to get a more complete digestion of the
Dry matter intakes were sim_ilar
among all the diets.
fibrous portions of the diet.
"Intakes averaged 4.5% of body
e put together a herd of 50 Holstein weight. Although this figure may be on
cows, 20 in first lactation and 30
the high end of the expected range, it's
in later lactations, a grouping similar to
realistic because the experiment was
the composition of the typical U.S. dairy conducted during the time in the
herd. Then he fed five different diets for lactation cycle when maximum dry

''A
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matter intake would be expected. The
cold weather throughout most of this
experiment would stimulate appetite,
and most cows were slightly thinner
than desired," Schingoethe said.

''You

would especially benefit
from feeding enzyme-treated
forages early in lactation," Schingoethe
reported. Cows responded to the
enzyme-treated forages early in lactation,
but no apparent responses were detected
in later lactation.
Estimated costs of feed, not including
enzymes, were $6.16 per 100 pounds
dry matter for diets one through four
and $6.38 per 100 pounds dry matter
for diet five . Milk prices during this time
were $2.19 per pound 0f protein, $1.18
per pound of fat, and $.42 per pound
of other solids, such as lactose and
minerals.
Schingoethe estimated the daily net
income per cow increased 32 cents to
88 cents due to the enzyme treatment
of forages. Compared to feeding more
concentrate, estimated daily income
per cow due to enzyme-treated forages
varied from minus 25 cents to 31
cents.•:•
0

Biostress challenge:
increasing net income
per cow for dairy producers
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by Tom Bare

Unique among out-state agricultural
research and Extension centers for its mix
of livestock and crops, the Southeast Farm
near Beresford is a diversified, working
farm and a showcase for scientific
discoveries.
Clockwise, above, beef facilities have
been expanded in response to needs of
local farmers. The small harvester is still
used although many plots are field sized.
Entomologist Mike Catangui describes Bt
· corns at a field day. Beef feeding trials are
being conducted on alternative feedstocks
such as high-oil corn. Soybean profits were
generally better with no-till production this
last year. And Dale DuBois, crops technician,
checks the weather station. Spring soil
temps are invaluable in determining
planting dates on the Farm.

Farm and Home RESEARCH
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Choicest produc_ts coming out of meats lab may not be meat

Hands-on meat research
by Larry Tennyson

ill Costello, distinguished
professor of Animal and Range
Sciences, has put 33 years of his life
into teaching and research at the SDSU
meat lab, and one of his greatest
satisfactions has been the outstanding
graduate and undergraduate students
who have gone on to assume important
leadership roles of their own.
Research and teaching in meats
may not have been possible before
construction of the original meat lab
addition to the Stock Pavilion in the
mid-1920s, according to Costello. That
structure is now part of the Agricultural
Heritage Museum.
Since 1977, the center of meat
science activity has been in the west
wing of the Animal Science complex,
an area that features an abattoir, two
cutting rooms, a sales room, accompanying coolers and freezers and cooking
and storage facilities, an adjacent
classroom, and a small analytical lab.
A single meats course in those early
days has evolved to a group of six
courses which include the word
"meat" in the course title, Costello
· said.
These facilities and SDSU's
support of the meats program have
resulted in graduates who have
"significantly impacted the meat and
. food industries," he commented.
"Hands-on meats training
opportunities available to 4-H, FFA,
and collegiate students also have
provided worthwhile extra-curricular
student experiences. The meat facility
also has been available to adult
educational programs for producers,
educators, and processors."

B
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R

esearch ·projects have included
the impact of fats in swine diets
on fat in the pork carcass by John
Romans, a long-time associate of
Costello's. Studies also have focused
on the amount and distribution of
carcass fat and retail meat products in
beef, sheep, and swine as related to
genetic, nutritional, arid management
differences. Still other research
emphasis has been in the area of
adding value to the carcass through
processing, restructuring, and
combinations with non-meat products.
"From the 1920s to the present,
these meat facilities also have augmented
research studies in animal nutrition,
management, and breeding research
programs by making it possible to
collect both quantitative and qualitative
data on animal carcasses," Costello
added.
"In recent years, these meat-related
activities in the Animal and Range
Sciences Department have involved two
fulltime faculty members , one threequarter-time judging coach/teacher,
one fulltime meat lab manager, and a
halftime lab technician."

C

ostello, who grew up on a farm
in northern North Dakota, is a
graduate of North Dakota State
University. After a 2-year hitch in the
military service, he went on to earn
his master's and doctoral degrees at
Oklahoma State University. One of
his fell ow graduate students there was
Harold Tuma, who came to the meats
faculty position at SDSU from 1961-65.
Tuma later returned to SDSU as
department head from 1974-77.
14

Costello, meanwhile, took a job
with John Morrell and Company at
Ottumwa, Iowa, after graduation.
In visiting with Tuma, Costello, tiad
mentioned his wish to eventually acquire
a job in the academic world. A call from
Tuma in 1965 announced that such a
job was then about to open at SDSU.
It was Tuma's own job, in fact, as he
was then preparing to move to a new
position at Kansas State University.
Costello hit the ground running, so
to speak. He moved to Brookings on
Labor Day weekend, and his first
class was on the following Wednesday.
That class, a sophomore level offering,
titled "Meat: Production to Consumption,"
included a survey of the meat industry,
composition of meat animals, product
identification, preservation, cooking,
nutritive values, pricing, and curing. It
has been Costello's to teach ever since.

,,I

came here as a faculty
member, but I was supported
by the meat judging team coach, Dave ·
Schafer, by graduate students John
Romans and Dan Gee , and by meat
lab manager George Littleton.
"The priorities for the meat lab were
teaching and to support departmental
research," he explained .
"Chris Dinkel had a lot of research
going on in the lab, Leon Bush was
running some sheep research, and
Walt McCarty was doing some carcass work in connection with his
swine breeding research. John
Romans' research, which related
antemortem stress to muscle lipid
mo~ilization, was also underway at
the time.
I '

equipment, or
manpower," Costello
explained.

I

n 1~~9, a second
position was
added to the meats
staff, and that made it
possible to pursue
some research in
processing-particularly
in restructuring and the
use of less valuable
cuts of meat to make a.
more valuable cut.
Steve Sideman was the
new staff member.
When he later left to
join the staff at Clay
Center, Nebr., he was
replaced by Kevin
Jones, who carried on
the restructuring
research.
"These were
processing guys,"
Costello said. "And
between the two of
LeRoy Warborg, meat lab manager, left, and Bill Costello "have had
some great people to work with," said Costello. The meat lab has
them, they worked
supported research which led to new meat products and has had a
with some pretty good
hand in producing outstanding students who have gone on to important
graduate students,
positions in the industry.
several of whom
went on to meat and
"We supported a lot of the animal
food industry care~rs.
breeding research on both swine and
"We maybe didn't actually push
cattle , but particularly on the cattle
back any frontiers , but a lot of that
side . We helped collect a lot of data
work was very supportive of research
for Dinkel and his graduate students
going on at the time, and from that
here at the lab.
work there have been some new meat
"In my early days, there were always
products developed- primarily some
people like Paul Kohler, Dave Schafer, of the nugget type products.
and Dan Gee to utilize the meat lab
"We also did a large project for the
facilities for live animal/ carcass
National Livestock and Meat Board
evaluation work in teaching, Extension, on the beef chuck, and Roger Johnson,
and research activities."
who was here both as a graduate
And ·with all of these projects, there student and as a staff person f9r
were always related opportunities for
several years, worked with Kevin on
graduate student thesis topics.
that. Kevin left to take another
"This allowed us to look at some
position, and Roger wound up that
variables that otherwise would have
project.
been put on the back burner because
"The information from the chuck
of cost or availability of facilities,
s_tudy has been well used by the industry.
15

Kevin and Roger learned that there are
some pretty tender muscles that could
be better utilized a~ steak, than as
chuck roast meat. However, it is
troublesome to cut them out of the
chuck and may make what's left less
valuable.
"Meat Lab Manager LeRoy Warborg
and I have had some great people to
work with. I didn't realize just how
great they all were until I went back
through my records. About this time
yesterday, I said goodbye to the latest
one, Dr. Rosie Nold, who is going on
to the University of Nebraska to a
position there as Extension 4-H Youth
Specialist.
"These goodbyes have been the only
difficult part of my job in the past 33
years," he admitted.
"Each one of these folks was
different in terms of personality. Many
were deep into their research. Others
were teachers who thrived on coaching
the judging team. Some were both.
And we're proud of them all.
"So there were two outcomes: One,
they did research that ·c ontributed to
the meats industry, and two, they
helped to produce outstanding
undergraduate students through their
coaching and teaching, and many of
these became graduate students and
industry leaders in their own right."
· And after 33 years·, does Costello
himself have any yen for retirement?
"No , and that's one reason why I
haven't firmed up a date for it," he
said . I've always said I have the best
job that ever was , so it will be hard to
leave it when the time comes. I enjoy
doing what I do, and teaching is one
of the greatest things in my life ."•:•

Biostress challenge:
blending teaching and research
to benefit students, producers,
and the industry
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Fee dot program winds up after
~year focus on per/ormance
from weaning to slaughter

by Mary Brashier

C

onsumers would eat more beef if
the cuts were more uniform in
quality and leaner than the choices in
the meat counters. They might even
pay more for preferred cuts.
They have been telling national
pollsters this for years, said Scott Fausti,
research economist at SDSU. "But
there's a roadblock in getting that
message through," resulting in a 15-year
decline in the demand for beef relative
to chicken and pork, according to the
economist.
"Why aren't consumers getting what
they want? Some cattle organizations
say it is because the beef marketing
system places the same monetary value
on excess fat as on edible lean. There is
little incentive to raise lean beef if
there's no reward-like better cattle
prices-for doing it."
Signals from the consumers need to
get through to cow-calf operators, the
ones with the inost opportunity to add
lean to beef through genetics and
. backgrounding management, Fausti
said. "But if they never find out how
their animals graded in the packing
plant; how could they even start to
adjust in response to some far-off, faint
signal?
"That was the whole idea behind
the Retained Ownership Demonstration
Program-to show the cow-calf producer
how his calves performed at slaughter."
Farm and Home RESEARCH

Scott Fausti was economist on ROOP.

C

ow-calf participants in the SDSU
Retained Ownership
Demonstration Program (RODP) run by
John Wagner, Extension specialist in
the Department of Animal and Range
Sciences, entered at least five calves
each into a common feedlot.
Participation entitled owners to records
on their animals' feedlot performance
and yield and quality grade at slaughter.
"Producers have been keeping
records on bulls for a long time. This
idea of records on calves·and how they
perform at slaughter until now has just
seemed like so much extra bother. But
in today's market, if you can show, on
paper, that you have superior calves
that perform better at slaughter, you can
demand premiums from the feeder for
the next batch of calves you sell him.
Records become a management strategy
that can help you increase your
profitability."
Over 6 years, 2,590 animals in the
RODP were sold as dressed weight and
grade (DW&G) on 28 different
marketing days to the IBP plant in
Luverne, Minn. Carcass data on 1,090
head showed that revenue per head was
highest for DW &G where animals are
evaluated individually and lowest for
live weight where they are lumped into
a group.
"The issue for the beef industry is
that average pricing rewards poor
16

performing cattle and penalizes good
·performing cattle when you sell them
live. The very good cattle are getting an
implicit discount and the poor cattle are
getting an implicit premium."
Yet average pricing won't easily be
displaced by a value-based pricing
system, Fausti said.
Different forms of value-based pricing
system all have one common characteristic.
Each animal is individually priced.
Just as cattle are not created equal,
neither are value-based pricing systems.
Each is designed for a particular market
and·each therefore rewards different
carcass traits and management
practices.

R

esearch on marketing systems
by Fausti, Wagner(now with
Continental Grain in Colorado), and
Dillon Feuz (economist now at the
University of Nebraska) has brought
national recognition to SDSU. Data
from selling DW &G allowed them to
work backward with formulas to
recoo.struct equivalent live weight and
dressed weight prices for 2,590 animals.
The three marketing alternatives in
use around the country include live
weight, dressed weight, and value based.
In 1994, latest year for which
information is available, 55% of all cattle
in the U.S. were sold live weight.

Calf value discovery program takes
different tack to show calf producers
how their animals perform in·feedlot

by Mary Brashier

Brad Johnson is animal scientist in charge of CVDP.

T

he SDSU approach toward
value-based marketing of beef
cattle is taking on a new slant, said Brad
Johnson, Department of Animal and
Range Sciences.
"We are changing the name of the
program to Calf Value Discovery
Program to reflect this mission. We
want to focus on helping producers
learn how competitive their cattle are ·at
the market," Johnson said.
"After the cattle are sold, we will be
able to tell cow-calf operators how their
calves performed in the feedlot, how
much it cost to feed them, how they
graded, and what their cutability was.
"Many cow-calf producers still do not
know how their cattle perform in the
feedlot. They don't know their carcass
merits. But that is crucial when we start
looking at value-based marketing."

"Traditionally, if a cow-calf producer
sells at weaning or backgrounds the
calves till January and then sells them,
he loses all rights to information about
how they performed.
"However, we live in an age of
source verification. We need to be able
to track backward and forward, to and
from carcasses on the rail to the calf
and its dam and sire. We need to do
that if we are to survive.
"We're losing market share every
year because of reasons associated with
tenderness and quality defects."
The cow-calf producer can correct
those defects for the rest of the industry,
Johnson said.

T

here is one prime reason why
cow-calf producers play such an
important role in the industry, Johnson
said. "They decide the genetics."
"You can only feed cattle so long.
Once they get 4/ 10 of an inch of
backfat, we need to sell them or we start
running the risk of poorer yield grades.
As feedlot operators, we can't do
anything more for these animals." This
economical end point is governed by
several factors, including frame size,
breed, genetics of the line within the
breed, and by market prices.
The emphasis on genetics has
brought seedstock producers into the

T

he Calf Value Discovery
Program that starts up this fall is
a demonstration program to give cowcalf producers this needed experience
in cattle feeding and value-based
marketing. The program is strictly
educational, Johnson said.
"Our job is to evaluate cattle in the
feedlot and on the rail. Then, with that
information in hand, producers can
determine whether the animals match
their expectations. If not, then it's time
to change management."

Recording weights at scale, left, is Stacie Bjorson, undergraduate animal science major from Madison, Minn.
Watching over squeeze chute is Sheri Bierman, manager of the SDSU beef feedlot and graduate student.
17
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obligated to provide him with carcass
data. The producer never finds out how
his animals graded, and again the
industry is not able to respond to the
needs expressed by consumers."

The co-existence of three different
marketing alternatives is a result of the
willingness or unwillingness of sellers
and buyers to assume risk, Fausti said.
"Say I'm a buyer for a packing
s the RODP wound down, the
company. I have to estimate quality and
economist surveyed participants
yield grades and dressing percentage on · to find what had influenced their
this pen of animals that all look alike.
marketing decisions.
"What happens if I guess wrong? I'll
Some were cow-calf producers only.
off er a couple dollars less just in case."
Some backgrounded weaned calves
So when the producer sells a pen live before selling them. Some kept control
weight, he is accepting an average price
of their animals through the finishing
for the lot of some good and some poor
stage.
animals. He gives up a couple extra
"They were very interested in the
dollars per hundredweight to the buyer
performance of their calves after they
to cover the buyer's possible errors in
had been weaned."
estimating carcass merit.
He reported back to participants:
But when the producer sells DW&G,
• More experienced producers were
each carcass has been on the rail,
more likely to sell their fed cattle
weighed, and graded, and the packer
on a carcass basis than on an
has no opportunity for error and pays
average price basis. Experience
for the true value of the carcass. The
was linked to age of producer; age
risk passes to the producer. If the
appeared not to be linked with
animals grade and yield well, the
conservatism.
producer captures that additional price
• Producers more concerned about
differential.
risk were more likely to market
"Or-a big 'or'- he could end up
their cattle live weight.
getting burned if the animal does not
• Produce~s who sold .more than 200
quality grade or yield grade as he
fed cattle per year were more
thought it would. He took a chance and
likely to sell live weight than
hoped for additional income, and it
producers selling less than 200
didn't materialize. Many producers
head per year. Selling live
simply are not willing to accept that
eliminates the trouble of sorting
additional risk."
out superior from inferior cattle
That aversion to risk is a problem for
when "they all look alike with their
the beef industry, Fausti said. ·
hides on. Many large producers
"When the producer plays 'safe' and
still feel that selling on average
sells live weight, the packer is not
pricing is most efficient."

A

program. "It's probably more important
for them because they're the ultimate
source of genetic stock. I've already
seen some of their ads, saying
something like, 'this is what our cattle
can do for y ou, based on SDSU's Calf
Value Discovery Program.'
Farm and Home RESEARCH

"So we're here for seedstock producers
and commercial cow-calf producers. The
program is not a competition-there's no
pitting one set of steers against another.
We're doing this because we all want to
make South Dakota cattle as good as
they can possibly be."

T

he Calf Value Discovery Program
offers two options to producers ,
18

• Producers who participated in
Extension programs in addition to
the RODP were more likely to
market their fed cattle on an
individual price basis than
producers whose first contact
with Extension was the RODP.
"Since Extension emphasizes
record-keeping and careful
management, maybe this is a
good sign we're doing the right
thing.
"This is our first attempt ·a t a survey
of RODP participants, and this was
something of a nonrandom sample, SO
we can't generalize too far beyond the
group in the program."
1

W

ill value-based marketing
supplant average pricing?
"Only if returns to sellers
significantly and regularly outweigh the
risks they will be taking.
"If a value-based system can raise
the price per head high enough,
relative to the live weight price, then
producers will be compensated for
the increased variability in per-head
revenue and will be ready to accept
the riskiness built in to the system.
"The producer can't go into it cold.
He has to know how his cattle will
perform in feedlot and grade on the rail.
He has to pick the DW &G pricing
system that best fits his cattle.
"He can always contact his Extension
agent or any of us for more information,
and he should think about enrolling
calves in the value-added programs at
SDSU." •:•

an accelerated finishing program
starti,ng in November and a high-energy
finishing program for backgrounded
steers starting in late January.
Johnson would like enough signups
to operate two lots, one on either side of
the Missouri River. "I know they like to
come and look at their cattle," he said.
He's also hoping for more specificbreed entrants. And, if they aren't

already familiar with grids, he wants to
introduce the producers to these
marketing strategies.
Grids are individual carcass-based
pricing systems based on quality grade,
yield grade, carcass weight, and
undesirable traits, such as dark cutters.
Some grids reward high-quality-grade
carcasses, others, designed for the low
yield grades, reward high cutability
carcasses. Some grids reward both high
quality and high cutability. Packers
ultimately are the ones who design grids
and set base prices, premiums, and
discounts.
The Calf Value Discovery Program
allows producers to obtain valuable
carcass data on their cattle. With such
data in hand, they can find the most
appropriate grid for the cattle they
produce.
"If their cattle won't fit any of the
grids, then the producers may have to
make serious changes in their entire
genetic base," Johnson said.
Dark cutters, he added, are cattle
which have been stressed, such as by·

excessive handling, running, weather
changes, or long trucking. The normal
supply of glycogen in the muscle is
depleted, and if this happens shortly
before slaughter, the meat will be dry,
firm, and dark.
"So, if you're going to sort your cattle
for different selling dates or diff eren_t
marketing programs, do it well ahead of
time, so the animals have a chance to
return to normal," Johnson said.
ohnson, a Milbank native who
came back to South Dakota just
last summer, has another goal for future
Calf Value Discovery Programs.
"I want our South Dakota feedlots to
show the rest of the country that we're
competitive. We already know from
past records and research that we have
some of the best cattle in the country.
And research here at SDSU has shown
that our feed prices are lower than in
the High Plains where a majority of
feeding goes on.
"We don't have to have multithousand-animal-capacity lots to be

J

competitive. What we do need is a
professional attitude. That means
when it's time to do field work we don't
neglect the cattle and that we remain
consistent with our feed schedules and
other handling.
"There are 1.5 million cows in the
state, ranking us fifth for cow numbers.
We ought to be keeping more calves
here and feed them out here. We export
85%.
"The Calf Value Discovery Program
can alert us to this opportunity to boost
our own incomes, help the cattle industry,
and benefit the state's economy."
Producers interested in placing a set
of calves in the program can contact
Johnson at SDSU Box 2170, Brookings
SD 57007 or at 605-688-5442. •!•

Biostress challenge:
improving attractiveness
of beef to comsumers

Definitions
Average pricing (live ~eight, dressed weight).
Calculated single price fm: a pen of cattle, based on buyer's
estimate of the total market value of the animals. Aboveaverage cattle receive an implicit discount and belowaverage animals receive an implicit premium.

(intramuscular fat) and maturity. Grades for young cattle
(maturity grades A and B) are prime, choice, select, and
standard.

USDA yield grade. Estimate of percentage of trimmed,
boneless, red-meat retail cuts that a carcass would yield.
Five grades; 1 is superior; 5 is too fat and/ or light muscled.
YG 4 and 5 usually receive discounts.

Grid pricing (dressed weight and grade, DW&G).
Pricing individual animals, based on known carcass weight
and known quality and yield grades. If animal fails to
make minimum YG3 and choice, discounts may be applied.
VBMS. Value-based marketing system. The producer is
paid for the actual value of the individual carcass. There is
no industry standard and there are many grids, usually
takeoffs on OW &G. Discounts and premiums may be
given. Know how the base price is calculated before
committing yourself to any one grid.

USDA quality grade. An indicator of palatability or
eating characteristics of the beef. Based on marbling

Backgrounded calves. Calves fed to gain bone and
muscle but little fat. When calves are 650-850 pounds,
they go to feedlot for shorter stay and are placed
immediately on a high-energy finishing program.
Backgrounded calves may also be placed on grass
until September or October.
Accelerated finishing program. Fed for fastest rate of
gain in feedlot. Animals generally are slaughtered earlier in
the spring before influx of cattle brings prices down.
Fewer days on feed also mean lower feedlot costs.
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Irradiation of ground mec;:its enhances food safety
without sacrificing food quality

Process kills 'bugs,' keeps flavor
by Larry Tennyson

growth in meats, therefore helping to
combined efforts to address the
control food-borne disease and fobd
impact of irradiation on ground meat.
The project looked at one aspect of loss due to microbial spoilage," he
continued .
food irradiation, which is a procedure
"So the question was: "Is there a
that makes foods safer to eat by
. way to use irradiation to make meat
killing unwanted microbes. The
products safer-but without diminishing
drawback is that irradiation
diminishes food quality in fresh meats the quality?"
One other beneficial aspect of
at the same time that it enhances food
irradiation is that while bombarding raw
safety, according to Jim Julson, Agricultural Engineering,
foods with gamma rays or high-speed
electrons does kill microorganisms,
who headed the project.
Diminished food
the process does not take away from
quality happens this way: the natural nutritional qualities of the
food any more than other foodWhen gamma rays are
· directed at the fat in a
processing techniques such as
meat product such as
cooking or freezing.
Irradiation, in fact, kills the microground beef or ground
organisms while minimizing the effect
pork, it shortens the
of "cooking" in the meat fibers that
amount of time it takes
for the fat to go rancid .
would occur if one used a microwave
Lipid or fat oxidation, oven for that purpose.
commonly called
"rancidity," is one of the
he primary goal of the SDSU
major causes of food
project was to see if food
quality in ground beef and pork could
spoilage. It is of great
economic concern to the
be maintained through the use of
food industry because
antioxidants , which are substances
it leads to development
that slow the fat breakdown. The
of various off-flavors
anti.Qxidants do this by acting as
and off-odors in fatscavengers of the free radical
containing foods , said
molecules that result from the fat
molecular chain breakup.
Julson.
"On the other hand,
Keeping oxygen molecules away
from the fat molecules is one kind of
food irradiation is a
Jim Julson has placed a meat sample in the unit that he will then fit into
successful
process
for
food
preservation. A mechanical
the universal test machine behind him. The completed test will give a
value for the texture of the meat sample.
controlling bacterial
method for doing this is vacuum

F

ood quality and food safety are
high priorities in research at
SDSU, and occasionally a single
project focuses on both aspects at
once .
This was the case in a 3-year
research project that involved
scientists from the departments of
Animal and Range Sciences and
Agricultural Engineering who

T
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packing, in which air containing
oxygen molecules is pumped out of a
sealed package containing the food .
In this project, however, SDSU
scientists were looking for a method to
either delay the onset, or slow the rate,
of oxidation of the lipid or fat in
irradiated ground beef and pork. The
plan was to tie up the fat molecules
which had begun to break down. This
would form free radicals, and it would
reduce the rate at which rancidity
occurs.
The use of antioxidants has been
studied before, but never in the context
of irradiated ground beef or pork. "So
we were after a safer product that still
had an acceptable or even an im-proved
quality.~ Julson said.
"There're two ways that fresh meat
can spoil: One is from microbes, and
the other is from chemical breakdowns
of either the proteins or the fats .
"There are two kinds of antioxidizers. One is synthetic, and the
other is natural. If you look on the
label of a food product, you'll see the
initials BHA, BHT, or TBHQ. These
are synthetic antioxidants that
substitute or sacrifice their own
molecules for the fat molecules when
the rancidity process begins.
"Bottom line was that antioxidants
proved to be effective in offsetting the
undesirable side effect of the irradiation
process. We tried this treatment with
both ground beef and with ground
pork. With the pork, we're still
analyzing the data- but the results
look pretty positive at this point.
"With the ground beef, we evaluated both synthetic antioxidants and
natural anti-oxidants-which include
such herbs as rosemary and sage .
"We found both to be effective in
reducing the rate of rancidity. But
there is a slightly better result with the
synthetics than with the naturaloccurring antioxidants."

I

n the experiments, the antioxidants
were introduced into the meat
product with a "carrier," propylene
glycol, which also is present in many
other processed foods.
The amount of antioxidant introduced
was very small-only about two onehundredths of one percent of the fat
content in the meat.
"So, we're talking about a few grains
compared to a whole shaker of salt, in
effect," Julson said.
This very small amount, when
mixed with the carrier, was then
added mechanically to the meat prior
to grinding. This is a simple process
that can be adapted, with no problem,
into any commercial operation.
"Irradiation isn't a panacea for food
safety, but it is one of the important

and James Stout, DeSmet. Moeller
has since completed his master's
degree and is working for Swift and
Company. Stout is finishing work on
his degree .
he ground beef portion of the
research was funded by the
South Dakota Beef Industry Council,
and the pork portion was funded by
the South Dakota Pork Producers
Council.
Pat Adrian of the South Dakota
Beef Industry Council stated that
irradiation is an important aspect of
the overall delivery system between
the producer and the consumer, and
"... this study will add even more to our
general knowledge about how we can
utilize irradiation as a food safety

T

"tb~s study,, ~ill add even rnore to
our general knowledge about bow we can
utilize irradiation as a food safety measure
while still maintaining quality"
-Pat Adrian, South Dakota Beef Industry Council

tools," Julson said : "There still has to
be care taken in packaging and transporting the product, and the consumer still has to take precautions in
preparing the product for the table."
In fact, according to SDSU Food
Nutritionist Carol Pitts, just because
bacteria are killed doesn't mean the
food product is sterile forever.
"Bacteria can be re-introduced into the
food product at any time by the food
handler."
Besides Julson and SDSU Meat
Science Professor John Romans, ag
engineering graduate students also
were involved in the study. These
included Steve Moeller, Brookings ,
21

measure while still m'aintaining
quality."
"While irradiation was approved for
use on fruits, poultry, and spices many
years ago, it was approved only recently
for use on red meat ," Julson said . •!•

Biostress challenge:
paving the way, through
research, for safer food
through irradiation without
affecting quality
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Newest round of releasesfrom SDSU plant breeders
are offerings of sweetgrass,
oats, flax, and spring wheat

by Jaimi Reimer

F

rom its earliest days,
agricultural research at landgrant universities has largely centered
on breeding and adapting exotic and
native plants to fields and
ho mesteads. Today the work
continues in an effort to combat new
biostresses, stabilize production,
increase yields, and enhance home
settings. Releases this spring and
summer from the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station
(SDAES) include the following:

Radora sweetgrass

R

adora sweetgrass is intended
for ceremonial uses and for
braiding, weaving, and perfumery
uses . It is also good as a ground cover
and soil stabilizer around dwellings ,
since it spreads rapidly.
Radora is the latest in the "sun" line
of native plants collected and released
'by Arvid Boe, plant scientist. Others
have been the grasses and legumes
Sunrise , Sundance, Sunburst, and
Sunnyview.
"Radora is named after the Greek
sun god Ra, with the rest of the name
coming from the scientific species
name , odorata, for the plant's scent ,"
Boe said .
Farm and Home RESEARCH

Radora sweetgrass

Living Radora plants give off a
pleasant, vanilla-like aroma. Although
the fragrance can be detected in the
field, it is intensified when the plants
are d ried .
Radora spreads rapidly by
rhizomes. Individual vegetative tillers
transplanted in May or June will produce
numerous rhizomes and form an open
sod over one· or more square meters
by the end of the growing season.
New tillers may appear any time during
the growing season, depending on soil
moisture , stand density, and soil
fertility.
Culms have from two to four leaves
with short blades. Plants bloom
during the first week of May, making
this the earliest-flowering grass in the
northern Great Plains . Vegetative
tillers , which appear and begin to
grow rapidly about the time that the
culms head, may attain 10 to 12 leaves
with long blades by mid-June .
Floral induction and initiation take
place in the fall. Panicles are well
developed by mid-November, encased
within the leaves at the bases of
vegetative tillers that emerged during
the early part of the growing season.
The source for Radora was seed
collected from a native stand in May
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1991. Plants from this original
seedstock spread rapidly by rhizomes
in the nursery and by the fall of 1992
had formed a relatively uniform, open
sod. A foundation block was
established in 1997 from tillers
obtained from the breeder's block.
Although Radora produces
abundant panicles, they are engulfed
at maturity by the long blades of the
vegetative tillers. Consequently, seed
harvest can be difficult . Since the
major demand for Radora will likely
be in small plantings for personal use,
the SDAES will distribute the cultivar
as foundation tillers .
Foundation blocks will be maintained
by the SDAES.

Webster flax

A

"top-yielding" flax, with "very
good yield stability" over
different environments is available to
the ~eneral public from Kathy Grady,
oilse~ds specialist.
Webster is an oilseed flax from a
cross with NorMan released by
Agriculture Canada in 1984. Webster
is late-maturing and does not yield
well when planted late .
Webster has good oil content,
averaging 39.5% oil over 21 location-

years of testing. In 1996, its oil had an
iodine value of 186 when averaged
over 12 locations.
Webster is rather tall, at 57 centimeters. It flowers and matures about
the same time as Flanders and
McDuff, has good lodging resistance,
and is resistant to Race 371 of flax
rust, the most common naturally
occurring rust in North America.
Webster is moderately susceptible to
flax wilt.
In 21 location-years of testing in
South Dakota, Webster averaged 1.8
bushels per acre heavier than Flor,
Linora, Neche, Prompt, and Rahab. It
was in the top-yielding group of
varieties in 15 of the 21 tests,
indicating very good yield stability
over environments . .It was also tested
in the Cooperative Regional Flax
Trials for 3 years.
Although Webster was released to
the general public, seed will be
maintained by SDAES Foundation
Seed Stocks.

Riser oats

R

iser was developed by Dale
Reeves, plant science
researcher, to combine crown rust
resistance with good grain quality.
"Crown rust has been a real big
problem the past 5 or 6 years," said
Reeves. "There is only one other
crown rust resistant variety on the
market now. Riser was developed to
widen that selection."
Riser was selected from a cross
between Settler and a crown rust
resistant line developed by the USDA
at Iowa State University.
Riser is an extremely early oat,
hence the name. It usually heads 1 to
2 days earlier than Don and 1 day
earlier than Dane. In the Uniform
Early Oat (UEOPN) trials, it was the
earliest line in 1995-96. This early
maturity should make it well suited as
a companion crop for new alfalfa
seeding.

Riser grain yields have the greatest
advantage when crown rust is
prevalent.
Riser averaged 99 bushels per acre
over the last 5 years in eastern South
Dakota. Riser is of short stature, being
similar in this respect to Don and
Dane. Straw strength is rated goodcompared to Don and Dane.
The high quality grain of Riser is
yellow. The groat percentage averaged
from 73 to 74%. In the 1995 UEOPN
test, Riser had the highest groat
percentage of lines tested. Protein and
oil percentages of the groats are
slightly above average. Nearly all
kernels are non-fluorescent under
ultraviolet light. Classes of certified
seed will allow up to 4% fluorescent
kernels.
Riser has consistently shown good
crown rust resistance. In inoculated
smut tests in Minnesota, it had only 1%
smut infection; therefore, Riser will be
rated resistant to smut. Limited tests
indicate Riser has moderate resistance
to barley yellow dwarf and is rated MS
for this trait.
Riser could be available to
commercial growers as early as spring
1999, said Reeves.
Foundation seed is available to
interested registered growers by
contacting Jack Ingemansen, South
Dakota Foundation Seed Stocks,
Plant Science Department, SDSU,
Brookings, SD 57007 or phoning (605)
688-5418.

Ingot hard red spring wheat
ngot hard red spring wheat has
good bread making qualities, said
its breeder, Jackie Rudd , plant
scientist.
Ingot was chosen from line~ in
SDSU's nursery that showed some
tolerance to scab when the scab
outbreak of 1993 hit.
"Ingot is not labeled scab resistant,
but rather as somewhat scab tolerant,"
said Rudd . "It might be considered a

I
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'transitional' variety as breeders work
on genuine scab resistant varieties."
Ingot is standard height and also
has a high test weight. In comparison
with Butte 86, Ingot wiU head one day
earlier, is slightly taller, is 2 pounds
per bushel heavier in test weight and
is slightly higher in protein.
Ingot is early maturing. The time
from planting to heading in South
Dakota is the same as Forge and one
day earlier than Butte 86. Ind_ividual
plant height averages 2 inches above
Butte 86, and straw length is similar to
Butte 86 or Sharp.
In South Dakota yield trials, Ingot
has yielded similar to Butte 86, Sharp,
and 2375 and has yielded 2 to 4
bushels per acre less than Russ and
Oxen. The volume weight of Ingot is 2
pounds per bushel heavier than Butte
86 and one pound heavier than Sharp
or 2375.
Ingot is resistant to prevalent races
of stem and leaf rust and is moderately susceptible to leaf spotting. It
is also more tolerant to Fusarium head
blight than Butte 86, Sharp, or 2375
but less tolerant than BacUp, a
Minnesota release developed to be
blight tolerant.
The grain has medium-high protein
content with good milling and breadmaking properties. In comparison to
Grandin, Ingot is higher in volume
weight and similar in protein content,
dough strength, and baking
properties.
Ingot will be released to registered
seed growers this year and will be
available to certified seed producers
in 1999 and for general production in
2000. •:•
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